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Chairman’s Welcome
To say that we live in uncertain times 
is an understatement: the pace and 
scale of the political changes wrought 
by the decision to leave the European 
Union was unprecedented. We have 
a new Ministerial team in Defra, and 
the much awaited 25 Year Plan for the 
Environment, which was due to be 
launched prior to the referendum, has 
been delayed. The form which Brexit 
takes will also have ramifications, if not 
necessarily in the short-term, for land-
use across the United Kingdom. 

At the local and regional levels, no less significant changes are afoot. The Joint 
Spatial Plan is at a very important phase in its development. We are also in the 
early days of a devolution deal, with three of the four authorities of the region 
supporting the deal on offer from central government. 

Against this uncertain backdrop, the evidence of decline in our natural 
environment continues to mount. If Government remains committed to its 
objective to leave the state of the environment in a better state for the next 
generation than for the current one, then much will rest on the form of the 25 
Year Environment Plan, and the mechanisms to support its implementation. 
Equally, if we want to ensure that – within the region – the quality of our 
natural environment is enhanced, then doing nothing is not an option, and we 
need to implement supportive policies and measures that offer the prospect of 
delivering the change that is required.

Over the last year, we have continued to deliver tangible outcomes that will 
benefit the natural environment – through our work in spatial planning, health 
& wellbeing, and landscape restoration work. We have further developed our 
ideas around the Natural Capital Trust, which, more than ever, looks like an 
idea whose time has come. There is interest from a range of quarters, and we 
are expecting to move the idea from the conceptual phase to something that 
can be implemented in the course of the coming year. 

Our State of the Environment work that we have been engaged in led to the 
launch of our ecosystem services maps in the spring. This is path-breaking 
work: the state of knowledge regarding our natural environment remains poor 
across the UK. The low priority given to the natural environment means that 
it is almost certainly true that we simply don’t know what we are losing. We 
want to build on what we have, and explore the potential for using the maps as 
a basis for measuring how the natural environment is faring over time. 

I’d like to thank the Board and the Steering Group, as well as those on the 
working groups, who’ve supported us over the last year: special thanks to 
Shelly, our Partnership Manager, for enthusiastically carrying the Partnership 
forward. Looking forward, we aim to show that, as a Partnership, we can act 
as delivery partners in the context of the much-awaited 25 Year Environment 
Plan. If the environment is to be left in a better state for the next generation, 
then the actions which deliver on that objective will come from the bodies the 
Partnership represents. 

Dr Dominic Hogg
Chair, West of England Nature Partnership
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• Held Annual Conference with over 100 attendees. 

• Held Steering Group

• Presented to the Planning, Housing and 
Communities Board about Natural Capital Trust. 

• Held Steering Group meeting

• Contributed to Healthy City Week planning 
meeting

• Held State of Environment working group

• Held meeting in South Gloucestershire to look at 
Green Infrastructure benchmark

• Launched maps at exclusive breakfast meeting

• Met with Wellaware to discuss co-developing a 
Guide to Nature & Health. 

• Held Horizon2020 Nature Based Solutions 
workshop

• Presented to delegation from Eindhoven about 
LNP work. 

• Developed online mapping portal using ArcGIS 
online. 

• Attended Southwest LNP meeting to scope out 
running a joint conference for strategic health 
practitioners. 

• Attended Strategic Solutions Panel on 
Resilience.

• Held WENP Board meeting

• Held Nature, Health & Wellbeing meeting

• Held Steering Group meeting. 

• New work programme developed and uploaded 
onto website.

• Presented State of Environment as part of the 
‘Project Showcase’ national webinar for the 
Ecosystem Knowledge Network.   

• Held Iconic Wildlife & Landscape meeting

• Shared experiences with Greater Manchester LNP

• Presented at BAC Data & Evidence stakeholder 
workshop

• Presented to the LEP Board about Natural 
Capital Trust. 

• Hosted a Developers Roundtable with selection 
of developers and planners

• Attended workshop about retrofitting SuDS

• WENP Board signed off Bristol Avon Catchment 
plan.

• Joined the Strategic Solutions Panel and presented 
a proposal to develop the Natural Capital Trust. 

• Held Steering Group Meeting. 

• Held Severnside Wetlands Nature Improvement 
Area sub-group meeting. 

• Held WENP Board meeting

• Met with southwest LNP coordinators to discuss 
synergies and differences between LNPs

• Held Horizon2020 scoping meeting and idea 
generation workshop with Bristol partners

• Co-hosted a ‘Biodiversity Summit’ with Network 
Rail to look at potential projects. 

• Participated and supported ‘Can Cities be Nature 
Rich?’ conference in Bristol. 

• Held Nature, Health & Wellbeing meeting. 

• Delivered a successful event for Healthy City Week 
with over 80 attendees. 

• Contributed to Network Rail’s No Net Loss 
meeting with Councillors in South Gloucestershire.  

• Contributed to Bristol Avon Catchment data and 
evidence task group. 

• Contributed to ‘Severn Vision’ workshop in 
Slimbridge. 

• Submitted response to National Policy on the Built 
Environment

• Held Severnside NIA subgroup meeting

• Held Iconic Wildlife & Landscape meeting

• Held Steering group meeting

• Contributed to Health Impact Assessment 
consultation on Bristol Arena

• Engaged with Network Rail about their ‘No Net 
Loss’ biodiversity scheme.  

• Submitted a bid to Defra for a pollination grant.   

• Held creative workshop for ‘A Sense of Place’ 
developers event. 

•  Held scoping meeting for developing ‘A Guide to 
Nature, Heath & Wellbeing’.  

• Had article published in Severn Tidings magazine.

• Held Nature, Health & Wellbeing working group 
meeting

• Held WENP Board 

• Contributed to CPRE conference

• Presented webinar to Natural England 
Geographical Information team. 
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The West of England Nature Partnership

Our year in numbers
2015 - 2016

Number of 
partnership 

meetings

Organisations actively 
engaged through our 
working groups

Online mapping 
portal launched

Ecosystem  service 
maps published

18

1

106

The West of England Nature Partnership is one of 48 Local Nature Partnerships 
established by Defra to take a strategic overview of the local natural environment. 

We bring together partners to secure positive outcomes for the natural environment 
that will benefit nature, people and the  economy. 

Our Vision
 “To create and coordinate 
a plan for the restoration of 
the natural environment within 
the West of England region 
and integrate that plan into 
strategies for spatial planning, 
economic development and 
public health”

15
Attendees at 

the Annual 
Conference

31

Covering the former county of Avon, the West of England Nature 
Partnership includes the four Unitary Authority boundaries 
of Bath and North East Somerset, Bristol, North Somerset 
and South Gloucestershire. 

THE WEST OF ENGLAND
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4. Economic 
Development

• Payment for Ecosystem 
Services

• Natural Capital Trust
• Natural Environment 

Investment Strategy

2. Spatial Planning
• Joint Spatial Plan
• Natural Capital Trust
• Planning for Nature
• Green Infrastructure 

Benchmark

1. Restoring Nature
• Landscape-scale 

conservation
• State of Environment 

Assessment
• Bristol Avon Catchment
• Severnside Wetland NIA
• Local Wildlife Sites

What we do.... 
The WENP exists to create and coordinate an Investment Strategy 
for natural environment within the West of England region. We 
work collaboratively to embed the value of nature into strategies for 
economic development, public health and spatial planning. 
The partnership brings together key stakeholders dedicated to improving the 
natural environment. Our aims and objectives, set out in the Prospectus, are 
delivered through a number of multi-disciplinary working groups that deliver 
tangible outcomes outlined in our work programme. 

In 2013 we published our 
Prospectus, ‘An Investment 
Strategy for the Natural 
Environment’ outlining our vision 
for the natural environment. 

The Prospectus sets out why we 
need to act now to protect and 
enhance the natural environment 
for the benefit of people, the 
economy and the environment 
and how we intent to do it. 

Download the Prospectus at: 
www.wenp.org.uk/resources 

OUR PROSPECTUS

WENP Work Programme

The WENP work programme sets out 
our strategic aims and outcomes, and 
how the partnership will deliver them. 
Broadly, the partnership delivers 
outcomes through 5 thematic areas: 

1. Restoring Nature
2. Spatial Planning
3. Health & Wellbeing
4. Economic developing
5. Delivering outcomes

Download the most current work 
programme at: 
www.wenp.org.uk/resources

3. Health & Wellbeing
• Healthy City Week
• A Guide to Health & 

Nature
• Green Impact Toolkit
• South West LNP Event
• A Dose of Nature

5. Delivering 
Outcomes

http://www.wenp.org.uk/resources
http://www.wenp.org.uk/resources
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• Delivered the first phase of 
our ‘State of Environment 
Assessment’ ecosystem 
mapping project(further 
explained overleaf). 

• Supported the Bristol Avon 
Catchment Partnership to 
deliver catchment scale 
maps (further explained 
overleaf). 

• Developed a strategy 
and plan for Severnside 
Wetlands Nature 
Improvement Area. 

• Worked with Network Rail 
to identify opportunities 
for woodland creation 
across West of England.  

PROGRESS 
INDICATORS

 Aim 1: Restoring Nature
AIM 1:  IDENTIFY AND 
PRIORITISE THE NEEDS FOR 
THE RESTORATION OF THE 
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
IN THE WEST OF ENGLAND, 
STRENGTHENING AND 
SECURING NATURE AT A 
LANDSCAPE SCALE. 

Local Nature Partnerships were established to embed the value of 
nature into decision making by taking a more integrated, strategic and 
landscape-scale approach to how the natural environment is managed.  
A broad range of organisations have been engaged through our Iconic Wildlife 
& Landscape working group, to help build cross-sector partnerships. By working 
at a landscape-scale, we seek to identify and apply creative and innovative 
solutions that will result in net gains for wildlife, people and the economy, and to 
ensure Lawton’s Principles of ‘Bigger, Better and More Joined up’ can be realised. 

Severnside Wetland Nature Improvement Area
In 2015 the West of England Nature Partnership identified a non-funded, 
locally determined Nature Improvement Area. Since then, work has been 
undertaken to develop a strategy for the area and ensure it is recognised 
within local planning policy. Work continues to engage key stakeholders 
in and around Severnside and to implement landscape-scale interventions 
across the area.
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• Developed and launched 
14 ecosystem service 
maps. 

• Held a special breakfast  
meeting for senior 
planners and decision 
makers to demonstrate 
the practical application 
of the maps. 

• Successfully launched 
an interactive online 
mapping portal, making 
the maps accessible to all: 

    www.wenp.org.uk/maps

• Ran a number of 
engagement events to 
further promote the value 
of maps for decision 
making. 

PROGRESS 
INDICATORS

The WENP is committed to increasing environmental evidence to enable 
informed decisions to be made regarding the natural environment. In mid-2016 
we launched the first phase of our State of Environment work, an ambitious 
project to understand the state of the environment in the West of England by 
assessing the provision of ecosystem services across the region. 

A series of cutting edge maps were produced to show ecological networks (grassland, 
woodland and wetland), and water quality and quantity regulation. For every service 
a ‘stock’ (what currently exists) and complementary ‘opportunity’ map (what could 
exist) were created, to show the best places to restore the natural environment. 

 State of Environment Assessment
Example map - Water quality 

Available online: 
• 14 ecosystem service maps

• An interactive mapping portal

• An executive summary 

• A full technical report

• Downloadable pdfs

• ArcGIS files for practitioners. 

Download the summary report and 
accompanying materials at: 
www.wenp.org.uk/ecosystems

Stakeholders discussing the application of the maps



• Published the Bristol Avon 
Catchment Plan (Jan 2016). 

• Produced a series of 
catchment maps as part of 
the Environmental Services 
Evidence Review. 

• Established a Bristol Avon 
Catchment Fund and have 
provided funding towards 4 
projects. 

• Delivered a citizen science 
Bristol Avon ‘WaterBlitz’ in 
support of the Festival of 
Nature 2016. 

• Supporting the 
development of an 
Adaptation & Resilience 
Framework for the Bristol 
Avon Catchment. 

PROGRESS 
INDICATORS
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Bristol Avon Catchment Partnership
The Bristol Avon Catchment Partnership (BACP) encompasses the West of 
England, as well as parts of Wiltshire, Somerset and Gloucestershire. The BACP 
provides the mechanism to deliver improvements to the water environment 
across the catchment. 

In the last year the BACP Steering Group has supported the development of a 
Catchment Fund; administered via a small grants scheme, the Fund opened in May 
2016. This year the Catchment Fund is providing support to four partnership projects 
across the catchment, all of the projects will help to improve the water environment and 
pilot/trial new ways of delivering improvements.

Case study: Bristol Frome Diffuse Pollution Project
Bristol Avon Rivers Trust (BART) has worked in partnership with the Farming & Wildlife 
Advisory Group (FWAG) South West to deliver improvements to the water environment 
within South Gloucestershire. In 2015 the project engaged with 10 farmers and 
landowners along the Ladden and Bradley Brooks which form the headwaters of the 
Bristol Frome River, north of Bristol.

The Project has helped to improve riparian and land management within the project 
area by providing advice and support to farmers including; farm improvement plans, soil 
testing and nutrient management plans. Two farms have also benefitted from support to 
install farm infrastructure to help reduce diffuse pollution issues on their farms, as shown 
in the above image. 

Environmental Services Evidence Review
The Bristol Avon Catchment Partnership 
Steering Group commissioned an Evidence 
Review to be developed in June 2015.  
A series of over 50 strategic maps have been 
produced that have enabled stakeholders 
to make more informed decisions about the 
key water-based issues in the catchment. 
Specifically, the maps have identified the 
high risk areas for each issue and indicated 
the best opportunity areas where projects 
and solutions can be delivered. 

Erosion risk in the Bristol Avon Catchment

For more information visit 
www.bristolavoncatchment.co.uk 

BEFORE AFTER

  © Neil Aldridge
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Ensuring the natural environment is a key consideration for spatial planning 
forms a key part of our vision.  The WENP aims to influence constructively 
the debate around spatial planning issues to ensure a truly sustainable 
pattern of development becomes fully integrated into policy formation, 
decision making and delivery. 

Like many areas in the UK, the West of England has a requirement to provide 
additional houses and continue to invest in new and existing economic areas. We 
work closely with local planning authorities to ensure the natural environment is a 
key consideration when making the decisions about how this growth is delivered. 

Aim 2: Strategic Planning

• Worked with 4 local 
authorities to ensure 
the value of nature is 
considered in strategic 
spatial planning options.

• Organised a roundtable 
event with developers.

• Provided evidence and 
data to help inform the 
Joint Spatial Plan (through 
our State of Environment 
work). 

• Ensured the partnership 
is engaged constructively 
and actively in strategic 
cross boundary matters, 
through the ‘Duty to 
Cooperate’. 

• Joined the Strategic 
Solutions Panel. 

Joint Spatial Plan: “A Prospectus for Sustainable Growth”
The four Unitary Authorities are working together to develop a Joint Spatial 
Plan, which will determine the amount and distribution of growth across 
the region from 2016 - 36. WENP have been working with the planning 
authorities to ensure the environment is duly considered in some of these 
decisions, not least through our ecosystem service maps which have been 
used as crucial environmental evidence.  

The WENP have responded to the Issues & Options paper and will continue 
to constructively and actively help inform the next phases of the plan. 

The WENP’s State of 
Environment maps have 
been used by the four 
Unitary Authorities to 
help identify ecological 
networks and ecosystem 
service provision to help 
inform planning decisions. 

AIM 2: Through high level 
engagement with decision 
makers and strategic planners, 
ensure our outstanding 
natural environment is at the 
heart of regional planning 
decisions and recognised as a 
key asset of the region.

PROGRESS 
INDICATORS

Locational scenarios consulted on as part of the Joint 
Spatial Plan© Arkadien Winnenden- Ramboll Studio Dreiseitl
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Aim 3: Economic Development

The Natural Capital Trust
The WENP are working with partners to develop the Natural 
Capital Trust. The aim of the Trust is to better link the economy 
and environment in a innovative way by facilitating new markets 
around natural capital.  
The Trust will offer an administratively simpler and more strategic 
approach to environmental mitigation, to compensate for the loss of 
ecosystem service provision arising from development. The ambition 
is that the Trust could reinvest funds strategically into natural capital 
enhancement and gain across the region. 

AIM 3: SECURE INVESTMENT 
TO DRIVE POSITIVE 
OUTCOMES FOR THE 
RESTORATION OF THE 
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT, 
RECOGNISING THAT NATURE 
UNDERPINS OUR ECONOMY 
AND SOCIETAL WELLBEING. 

PROGRESS 
INDICATORS

• Presented our ambitions 
to establish a Natural 
Capital Trust to a variety 
of stakeholders, including 
the LEP Board and 
Strategis Solutions Panel.

• Initiated work on how 
the Natural Capital 
Trust would function, 
by convening key 
stakeholders. 

• Published the fiundings 
of the PES pilot in the 
Winford Brook.

• Held a roundtable for 
developers, planners 
and decision makers to 
discuss how to overcome 
challenges of NCT.

We believe nature isn’t just a nice to have but completely fundamental 
for our economic prosperity and societal wellbeing. Investing in a healthy 
natural environment is essential in maintaining a successful modern 
economy and reducing future risks such as climate change or resource 
security. 

Natural Capital accounting would ensure that nature and the goods and 
services it provides are considered in decision making, to address the long-term 
depreciation of natural capital. In order to do this, we believe a more innovative 
approach is required that values nature in a fundamentally different way.

PAYMENTS FOR ECOSYSTEM 
SERVICES REPORT 

A consortium of WENP partners 
have been involved in a PES study 
pilot in the Winford Brook. 
Download the findings from 
Eunomia’s website:
www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-
tools/payments-for-ecosystem-
services/

http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/payments-for-ecosystem-services/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/payments-for-ecosystem-services/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/payments-for-ecosystem-services/
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Aim 4: Nature, Health and Wellbeing

• Convened key 
stakeholders working in 
nature and health.

• Delivered successful event 
for over 70 practitioners 
during Health City Week. 

• Agreed to work with 
neighbouring LNPs on 
large scale event for senior 
health professionals. 

• In development - ‘Green 
impact toolkit’ for 
GPs and other health 
practitioners. 

• Mapping the current 
provision of ‘natural 
health services’ to create 
an easy to use guide for 
the West of England.   

PROGRESS 
INDICATORS

Our Nature, Health and Wellbeing group, now in its second year, 
continues to advocate the important links between the natural 
environment and health & wellbeing. 
The group is comprised of a mixture of health and environment practitioners 
and have met in a variety of settings to gain a better understanding of how 
local projects are delivering good practice. The group is exploring how health 
and nature partners can work together more effectively and demonstrate the 
benefits the natural environment can have on our health and wellbeing.
  

In October 2015, WENP 
delivered highly successful 
evening event, which explored 
the connections between 
health and nature. The event 
attracted over 70 people and 
included talks and 
panel discussions 
from a range of 
perspectives. Members of Nature, Health and Wellbeing group arrive at the The Tree Life Centre 

run by The Conservation Volunteer for a working group meeting. 

AIM 4: FACILITATE 
GREATER AWARENESS 
OF THE BENEFITS THE 
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
PROVIDES TO OUR HEALTH 
& WELLBEING TO ALL 
LEVELS OF SOCIETY.

Healthy City Week
2015 
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OVER 100 PRACTITIONERS 
ATTENDED THE WENP 
ANNUAL CONFERENCE IN 
JUNE 

Since the launch of our 
website, we have grown the 
content to showcase local 
news and events. 

The new website attracts 
over 1000 visits per month 
and enables us to promote 
what we do.  

In June 2016, we also 
launched our interactive web 
portal, to show a selection 
of ecosystem service maps.
www.wenp.org.uk/maps 

Explaining WENP’s work at the Bath City 
Conference

 www.wenp.org.uk

Twitter 

and social 

media...

@WoENP

Aim 5: Delivering outcomes

We held our Annual 
Conference in June 2016. This 
year’s theme was ‘future-
proofing our environment 
in the West of England’, 
where the speakers explored 
long term ambitions for 
how to improve the natural 
environment. 

Panel: Brian Glasson, Dominic Hogg, Geoff Richards and Lucy Rogers

Example of a newsletter WENP have featured in

Geoff Richards (Defra) provides an overview of 
the 25 Year Environment Plan

AIM 5: FACILITATE THE 
RESTORATION OF THE NATURAL 
ENVIRONMENT THROUGH 
EFFECTIVE MULTI-SECTOR 
WORKING. ACTIVELY PROMOTE 
AND COMMUNICATE THE VALUE 
OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
TO ALL STAKEHOLDERS.
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Our partners
The West of England Nature Partnership would like to thanks the following organisations for their support over this past year and 
look forward to continuing and strengthening the partnership over the coming years. 

West of England Nature Partnership

32 Jacobs Wells Road, Bristol, BS8 1DR
www.wenp.org.uk
info@wenp.org.uk

@WoENP
0117 980 0392


